
Knapdale, with its intricate layout of beautiful forested lochs, sharp peaks and
interesting wildlife, looks an appealing canoe destination. It’s freshwater lochs
are small and sheltered, making it especially suitable when breezy conditions
make venturing onto big water hazardous or unpleasant. Paddling in the forest
also makes a refreshing change from travelling on wild, open and often aus-
tere upland lochs. 

But if you don’t like carrying your canoe, the routes in Knapdale Forest have
the disadvantage that the lochs are quite widely spaced, so portages tend to
be significant. On our previous trips, the “off-road” portages were particularly
demanding, requiring a full-frontal attack with a bushsaw in places to get
through. For many this will be a positive draw, a hint of adventure, but maybe
not quite the thing if you fancy an easy time of it. 

For this trip, we were looking to see if we could do a more accessible circuit
linking up lochs by forestry roads where we could use a trolley. We were also
hoping to include the full range of different types of waterway that this area
has to offer. We thought that if we looked long enough, such a route might
materialise out of the paper of the map, and eventually it did. Our final route
plan combined the River Add, freshwater lochs, the sea, and the Crinan Canal,
bringing us full circle back to the van.

Before putting paddles to water, our first port of call was the Police Station
in Lochgilphead to leave word that our campervan would be parked at Dunadd
for 4 days. We now do this as a matter of course. The police were friendly,
appreciative of our letting them know, and wished us a good trip. In the past,
concerned residents have worried for our safety and reported the van, giving
the police extra work. If things were to go wrong, we would hope that the
emergency services might be there for us, rather than following up on people
who weren’t actually in difficulty.  

The River Add (elev. 4m)

We arrived on a cool, grey morning at the car park for Dunadd hillfort.  The
put-in was one of those too-good-to-be-true places. A low wall bounded the
car park and gave ridiculously easy access to the water only a few yards away,
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near some cottages. It was one of those places where, at home, attempt-
ing to launch a canoe would likely bring out a gentleman in pink shorts,
intent on acting out the tired old “private land/clear off/calling the po-
lice” routine. But this is Scotland, the home of friendly people, who al-
most always show interest in your plans and offer encouragement. 

We set off in gentle drizzle under a troubled sky, but at least the strong
winds of the last few days had died away. The River Add, we found,
was in no hurry to get to the sea. But then neither were we. The start
was enigmatic; Knapdale forest was clearly visible to the south as a
line of spruce atop of a ridge, but from the car park you need to follow
the river the ‘wrong” way, due north. Head south from the car park and
you will end up north. Confusing. It is one of those rivers that flows
any which way, as the fancy takes it. From the air you can see that it
has changed its mind many times over the years.

As we paddled, the one and only landmark on this flat alluvial plain,
Dunadd Hill, kept popping up in random directions, and for ages didn’t
seem to be getting any further away. After a few circuits of the compass,
our disorientation was complete. So we relaxed, and twisted and twirled
down the river in the slight current, jumping out from time to time to
drag over benign gravelly bars. It was only when we passed the mouth
of Kilmartin Burn (which looked enticingly navigable upstream) that
we finally got a good fix on our position. 

We had imagined that this flatland river might meander through an
enormous swamp, but no, there was plenty of firm ground, and good
camping places, should you need them. The riverbanks were punctuated
spectacularly in signal yellow by skunk cabbage, surely a plant from
another planet, which has the interesting knack of being able to use
central heating to melt any snow around it. 

After five miles, we said farewell to the river just after the bridge next
to the canal. We had lunch here, sheltering behind the canoe to protect
us from the cold wind which was funnelling in along the Add estuary.
We then unlaced our sling seats from the canoe, used them to strap the
boat to the trolley and set off up the road. The Cairnbaan-Crinan road
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Dunadd hill dominates the floodplain of the river
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Skunk cabbage lighting up the banks of the River Add

The spiritual home of skunk cabbage, near the historic portage site on West Loch Tarbert

The lazy and beautiful River Add
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The wide and breezy Add estuary

Kilmartin Burn entering on the left finally fixes our position



was narrow and quite busy and none too pleasant for the canoe-trolleyer, but
after branching off up the hill towards Tayvallich, things quietened down a
bit. We were glad of Susan’s orange Paramo giving us good visibility to traffic
on the tight bends.

Loch Coille-Bharr (elev. 38m)

Loch Coille-Bharr has been one of our favourites since we first saw it nearly
thirty years ago. Set amidst tree-lined ridges, it is picturesque enough to sur-
vive the absence of sunshine. Today it was misty and mysterious, but still beau-
tiful. This is the haunt of beavers; there were beaver-chewed birch branches
everywhere, but no sign of the animals themselves. Maybe later. After a mag-
ical mile, we paddled past the entrance to Crannog Bay on the left which marks
the portage down to Loch Sween, and continued to a hidden but friendly land-
ing at the right tip of the loch. With only a little scouting we found a very nice,
snug camp behind a wall, not far from the water. Customising a little spot in
the forest into one’s home for the night is one of the joys of canoe travel. The
gear was stacked, various items hung in the bushes to dry, and the water filter
slung from a convenient birch. 

After tea, we did a bit of exploring. We set off along a track to scope out the
next leg of our route, which we planned to be a portage through to Caol Scot-
nish. On the map, a series of tracks make this link, but we found that the final
section leading down towards the water was overgrown and severely blocked
by windfalls. Although we were drawn to this route as it involved some new
ground (we had done the Loch Coille-Bharr to Loch Sween portage before),
we decided against forcing a route through. An alternative was to work our
way down to the tidal lagoons on the east side of the ridge, and so link to Loch
Sween, but the tide was out at this moment leaving them as expanses of evil-
looking mud. To be caught out on these on a descending tide, stranded on deep
mud away from the main channel wasn’t at all appealing, so we took the de-
cision to go for the portage we had used last time. Back at Loch Coille-Bharr,
we had a last, expectant look over the water at dusk, but the beavers were still
hiding from us.

My camp book this trip was The Lonely Land, a classic account of a canoe
trip retracing part of the voyageur route along the Churchill River in Northern
Saskatchewan. Reading this, being on a canoe journey myself, and hearing
the rustle of the forest and the lapping of the lake outside the tent sent my
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Loch Coille-Bharr

The crannog on Loch Coille-Bharr. This marks the start of
the portage down to Loch Sween



imagination into overdrive. The adventures I was reading about
merged wonderfully into our own.

There is nothing quite like daybreak in the forest, alive with bird-
song and all manner of scurryings and rustlings as the inhabitants
gear up for the day, or settle down to doze until it’s dusk again.
The robins and chaffinches that shared our camp looked like the
exact same ones from home — it was as if they had followed us.
Perhaps it’s the superior quality birdfood that Sue puts out at home.

Once packed up and canoe loaded, a quick skim over to Crannog
Bay brought us to the head of the portage track. On with the
wheels. There had been some logging since we were last here
which had obliterated the track at one place, so we had to carry
overhead for a short section. The track then leads gently down to
where the trees part and the horizon opens out to reveal Loch
Sween, seemingly vast to us, having just been enclosed in the
woods. There is an easy launching place where the track ends.
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The Loch Coille-Bharr — Loch Sween trolley portage



Loch Sween (sea level)

Out on the sea loch, we were exposed to the wind, but these arms of Loch Sween are so
sheltered that the water remained benign as we paddled down the east shore, past the very
understated entrance to yet more tidal lagoons, round Rubha na Marraidh and up to Achna-
mara. Cala island ahead added extra charm to the view. We landed near the jetty just be-
yond Eilean Mhartan. The track we were looking for was easy to find on the right just next
to the village hall. We had lunch in a pleasant spot amongst the trees at the back of this. 

Just behind where we were sitting, the forest track made an abrupt change in angle, going
instantly from level to steeply uphill as it disappeared up into the trees. We always knew
that the easy life would come to an end, and this was the place. During our lunch we had
a feeling of vague disquiet, a sense of calm-before-the-storm. It was clear that our next
destination, Loch an Add, which was 160 m higher than where we were sitting, was not
going to be won without considerable effort. We felt as though we were at the foot of a
kind of Jacob’s Ladder for wheeled travellers; we dubbed it the Trolleyway to Heaven.  

The trick with uphill portages early on a circuit is to realise that every step up is an invest-
ment of energy that will be repaid later; what goes up must come down. In the wider
scheme of things, every step up is only half as hard as you think it is; or so you can tell
yourself. We trolleyed up the track at a steady pace, resting every now and then, and stop-
ping for a cup of tea when we were sure we were over half way. We got water from a little
waterfall, getting into the queue behind a pair of water voles. 

Route-finding on forestry roads can be quite tricky because things rarely stay the same for
long. The trees grow up and are cut down, and tracks can change year by year. But for
once, the tracks we were on now seemed to be where they should be according to our map.
It was only towards the end of the portage where a newly-built road superseded an old one
that we had some moments of doubt. But then we rounded a corner and came out of the
trees after about two and a half miles just were we wanted to be — by the dam at the south
end of Loch an Add. Taken at an easy pace, this trolley portage was no real problem, es-
pecially with so much to look at in the forest as we rolled along.
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Loch Sween with Cala Island dead ahead

Achnamara
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Loch an AddThe hardest bit is behind us

The Loch Sween — Loch an Add trolley portage



Loch an Add (elev. 163m)

This loch is a real jewel. It’s full extent is not obvious at first glance, giving
it an appealing aura of mystery. As you walk along the dam, the perspective
changes and channels open up to give glimpses of a much larger loch be-
yond. The whole scene was framed by sharp, spruced ridges tufted here and
there with the spring-green of larch and birch.

Although there was an excellent camping spot a little distance from the
road, between and below the two dams, we opted to pitch our tent on an
ancient track nearer the water. This offered a nice springy surface to sleep
on, with the exception of the two pronounced wheel-ruts. We packed these
with rushes to level the surface, which was so successful that we subcon-
sciously migrated in the night to find ourselves sleeping wholly on the
rushes as they were even more comfortable than the turf.

Next day we awoke to pure birdsong, not in the least diminished by traffic
noise. We made an early morning ascent of Cruach nan Cuilean to take in
the view. The land seemed under a spell, bewitched by the endless trees and
the early hour. We came across the dewy, hidden haunts of deer and walked
under heather seven feet tall. From the summit, Loch Sween looked quite
distant now, but Loch an Add was still giving little away, remaining hidden
amidst the forest. 

Once back at camp and packed up, we pushed off in the canoe and into a
fantasy paddle, skimming through the incredible scenery reflected in the
mirror of the loch.  It was one of those times when you fully realise why
you drag and lift and carry your canoe into remote places. Alone, joyful;
this was the very best of canoeing, distilled into an all-too-brief twenty min-
utes. At the end of the loch, which we wished would go on for ever, the left
side looked more promising for landing and there proved to be a useful track
leading through to Daill Loch.
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Cutting rushes to level out our pitch

The camp at Loch an Add
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Fantasy paddle



Daill Loch (elev. 154m)

Last time we were here, travelling southwards, this loch was tree-lined and beautiful. Now,
recently logged, it had all the allure of a plucked chicken. The sense of gloom and destruc-
tion was made worse by us having been so recently on the most beautiful of lochs, and by
the low water level, exposing much mud and gravel. To make matters worse, the carry
down to the water was rather awkward on account of having to pick our way carefully
over the jumble of sharp, sometimes slippery rocks. Once on the water, though, it was a
pleasant enough paddle to an easy landing at the other side, and a trolley through to the
tarmac road that leads out of the forest. 

We were having our lunch by the road when a car pulled up. Two friendly sea-kayakers
got out and asked for some recommendations for paddling in the forest; they said that they
had a map from Song of the Paddle. We introduced ourselves as the authors of the map
and were able to give them some updates on new forest roads and tips on some of the
portages.

When it was time to move on, we reluctantly said goodbye to the forest. The trolley down
to the canal seemed effortless after the climb up from Loch Sween; payback time for some
of the effort invested in the uphill sections. The wilderness experience ended very abruptly
as we popped out onto the busy Lochgilphead to Crinan road and so back into the world
of fast traffic and people scurrying past with mobile phones glued to their ears.

Crinan Canal (elev. 15m)

Scotland’s most beautiful short-cut gave us an easy ride back to the River Add. The pon-
toons of the Argyll Sea Kayak Trail make negotiating the locks easy. We left the canal
back at the River Add, near a bird hide that had been our log cabin refuge on a cold De-
cember night a couple of years back, when we were last here with a canoe.
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Dropping down to Cairnbaan and the canal

The Loch an Add—Daill Loch portage



Return to Dunadd

Our original idea was to paddle back up the river, and the slight
flow would have meant that this would not be difficult. But
the headwind discouraged us, and the Dunadd footpath beck-
oned, so we stashed the canoe and gear in the anglers’ lay-by
and prepared to set out on foot to the prominent hill about four
miles away. We got talking to a couple of the fishermen. Not
only were they interested in tales of our trip, they even offered
us the loan of their car to drive back and pick up our van.

This is a very varied and interesting trip, with the pleasant feel
of being on a journey rather than just a paddle. We wondered
afterwards whether it might be slightly easier to do the circuit
the other way around. Doing the circuit in reverse would mean
that the long uphill trolley section would be on tarmac rather
than on forestry road, but balanced against this is the fact that
the gradient is steeper on the road.

If you are going to do the trip, try to go before the fringes of
Loch an Add get logged (or come back in 30 years time when

the trees have grown back). The portage track from Loch Coille-Bharr to Loch Sween has some young trees starting to grow on it which may obstruct the route before
too long. These really need “seeing to”.

We would have really liked to see a beaver, but we did get to see water voles, a red squirrel and that great symbol of the wild northwoods, a loon (great northern diver)*

Graham and Sue

*although this was a stuffed one in the Campbeltown museum
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The Kayak Trail pontoons make for an easy life


